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Lab questions are starred. Advanced questions are marked A.

1∗ Stock’s Characteristic Line

(a) The file $of2/S rio m.txt contains the monthly share prices for RioTinto
adjusted for share splits and dividends from 1-Aug-2008 back to 1-Aug-
2007. Copy the file to your current directory and load the data into the
Matlab variable S rio m.

The file $of2/asx200 m.txt contains the corresponding monthly values
for the ASX200 index. Copy the file to your current directory and load
the data into the Matlab variable asx200 m.

Calculate the monthly returns Rrio, Rasx200 for both Rio and the ASX200.

(b) Find the least-squares line of best fit Rrio = α+ βRasx200 using the cov

command. Recall that

α = µRrio
− βµRasx200

, β =
σRasx200,Rrio

σ2
Rasx200

.

(c) On the same graph plot the data points for Rrio vs Rasx200 and also the
line of best fit.

(d) Repeat Parts (a)–(c) for the NAB data in the file $of2/S nab m.txt and
the ASX200.

2∗ (Two-Asset Portfolio.) A 2-asset portfolio has the parameters,

r =

(
10
15

)
, s =

( √
8√
12

)
, C =

(
1 0.5

0.5 1

)
,

where r is the asset return vector, s is the asset standard deviation vector and
C is the asset correlation matrix.

(a) Obtain the asset covariance matrix S. [Use the diag command.]

(b) Plot in blue the unrestricted feasible set in the (σ, µ)-plane for −1 ≤
x1 ≤ 2. Label the axes using the commands xlabel(’\sigma’) and
ylabel(’\mu’).

(c) Overplot in red the feasible set with no-short selling. [Use the hold on

command.] Also plot the assets P1, P2 with o’s. Label them using the
text command; e.g. text(sigma 1,mu 1,’P 1’), where sigma 1, mu 1

are the coordinates of P1.



(d) For an investor with risk-aversion parameter t = 0.5 overplot in green the
level contours of the investor’s objective function Z = −tµ + 1

2σ
2 with

Z = −2 : −2 : −10 for 0 ≤ σ ≤ 7. Use the command gtext to label the
Z = −2 and Z = −10 contours.

3∗ (Two-Asset Portfolio.) Consider the portfolio of Question 2. Use the com-
mand figure(2) for a new figure window.

(a) Plot (again) in blue the feasible set with no-short selling.

(b) Overplot the efficient frontier in red.

(c) Overplot as circles the points for the maximum risk portfolio, minimum
risk portfolio and minimum return portfolio, if short selling is not allowed.

(d) Overplot as diamond the optimal portfolio for the investor with t = 0.5.


